
Integration. Insight. Agility.

DATA  
MANAGEMENT:
TE offers a real-time window 
into investment activity 
across all asset classes that is 
instantly accessible regardless 
of location. Drill down into the 
data around individual assets 
or activities when necessary 
to levels of granularity that 
support risk management and 
effective decision-making. Strict 
governance applies enterprise-
wide processes and standards 
to support data auditability.

REPORTING  
AND INSIGHTS:
Transform your firm’s data 
into actionable insights, 
fast. Analyze your traders’ 
performance in real-time 
and historically. Dashboards 
provide insights into assets 
classes, currencies, and 
collateral allocation to 
support sophisticated risk 
management. Track expenses, 
P&L, Contribution Summaries, 
and much more.

OPERATIONAL  
EXCELLENCE: 
TE provides your firm 
with the visibility it needs 
to manage and apply 
management fees, vendor 
fees, and other charges. Take 
control of your operations 
through our automation 
engine. Provide your trading 
talent with dashboards and 
individual reports to support 
transparency.

To learn more about Traders Enterprise and how our platform can transform your firm,  
reach out to us to today and schedule a demo: information@traders-enterprise.com

Product Overview
Traders Enterprise provides powerful tools that support the business of trading.  
We incorporate real-time broker, market and expense data with a suite of 
applications to provide the most complete picture of your firm. Whether you are 
the CEO, COO or Trader we’ve created a comprehensive view of your business 
that eliminates time-consuming tasks, maintains the integrity of your data, and 
brings much needed transparency to a complicated process.



TRADER’S ENTERPRISE IS A RAPIDLY EXPANDING, HIGHLY SCALABLE 
PLATFORM THAT AMPLIFIES YOUR ENTIRE FIRM.

Security
With Trader’s Enterprise, your firm’s data 
becomes a valuable, strategic asset, and we 
treat it as such by securing it with today’s 
leading technologies and practices. We 
employ a defense in depth approach to data 
security, leveraging all that the cloud has to 
offer, and we integrate best practices and 
technologies in application security to ensure 
that you maintain the control and integrity of 
your most valuable commodity.

Service
Trader’s Enterprise values customer satisfaction 
above all else and that comes from a service 
ethos that values partnership, responsiveness, 
and know-how. From the outset, we work with 
you to ensure a seamless migration of your firm 
to the TE platform, identifying your priorities and 
unique needs. We have invested in a best-in-class 
support infrastructure that means you will always 
have responsive, intelligent support personnel who 
understand the demands of your time and the 
importance of your data to your firm’s success.

To learn more about Traders Enterprise and how our platform can transform your firm,  
reach out to us to today and schedule a demo: information@traders-enterprise.com
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